Help further this success: our **first scholar** has been named!

“We hope this fund will encourage more Arab students to apply to the Institute.”
—Talal Kheir
MIT AAA President

**MIT Arab Alumni Association Scholarship Fund**

Earlier this year, the MIT Arab Alumni Association (MIT AAA) created a scholarship fund to support Arab students admitted into MIT. The MIT AAA Fund provides undergraduate financial assistance to students of Arab descent who qualify for needs-based financial aid. It is the first such fund at MIT targeted solely at Arab students.

The fund was established with an initial gift from the MIT AAA and its Executive Officers. By encouraging financial contributions from alumni and philanthropists in the Arab community, our goal is to raise $500,000 within 5 years. Your generous participation will help many more Arab students achieve their highest potential.

**Give online:**
http://giving.mit.edu/arab_scholarship
Please help reach our goal.

Our goal is to raise $500,000 within 5 years. Your generous participation will help many more Arab students achieve their highest potential.

Facts about the need for scholarship support

MIT is a true meritocracy, admitting the best and brightest students regardless of their financial circumstances and awarding financial aid solely on the basis of need.

The full cost of an MIT education—tuition and fees; room and board; books, supplies, and personal expenses; and average travel allowance—now surpasses $57,000 a year. Resources are needed to ensure that an MIT education remains accessible to all talented young people.

Your gift to the MIT AAA Scholarship makes dreams possible. Students come here to make an enduring impact on the world. With your support, they will surely succeed.

Give online:
http://giving.mit.edu/arab_scholarship

MIT Arab Alumni Association (MIT AAA)

MIT AAA was established in order to bring MIT to the Arab World and to bring the Arab World to MIT. MIT AAA’s vision is to promote the highest interests of humanity, to support science and technology education in the region, and to facilitate education of the diverse MIT community in the region.

Since its inception in the late 1990s, MIT AAA has pioneered and developed a regional conference model for which it received the MIT Presidential citation. These high profile regional conferences bring together the MIT community from Cambridge, as well as alumni/ae and prominent leaders in the Arab region to the different countries in which the conferences take place: Cairo (2000), Amman (2001), Beirut (2002), Dubai (2003), Tunis (2004) and Abu Dhabi (2009) have been recent venues.